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Small laptops pose a big security threat

Phishing scams likely, warns DHS

Ultraportables forgo size, weight, power -- and security.
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Computerworld - They're highly portable, inexpensive, very popular -- and
a potential security nightmare. Running against the trend of mobile
computers featuring progressively larger processors, memory, storage,
screens and price tags, ultraportable laptops promise to streamline and
simplify their users' lives. Easy to carry, capable of running only a handful of
modest applications and affordably priced, ultraportables have emerged
over the past year or so to become one of the hottest mobile computing
trends.
Pioneered by Taiwanese PC maker Asustek Computer Inc. with its Eee PC
and now also available from vendors such as Dell, Hewlett-Packard and
Fujitsu, ultraportables are designed to appeal to users who need portable
systems with more power and functionality than a smart phone but don't
want to lug a conventional laptop through offices, hotels and airports.
"It's a technology with great appeal to many people," observes Gabriel
Vitus, IT director at the Certified General Accountants' Association of
Canada, a trade organization in Vancouver, British Columbia.
That small package comes with built-in compromises, however.
Ultraportables typically feature a processor that lags at least a generation
or two behind the CPUs included in traditional laptops, a few gigabytes of
solid-state memory and storage, a squeezed-down display and a cramped
keyboard. But another characteristic of the new portable pipsqueaks is
striking fear into the hearts of a growing number of IT managers: security
weaknesses that are directly attributable to the machines' diminished
technology.
"This is a threat that IT managers are just beginning to recognize," says
Brian Wolfe, a security analyst at Lazarus Technologies Inc., an IT
consulting service in Itasca, Ill.

Reduced Resources
Minimized hardware resources force ultraportables -- and their users -- to
cope with weakened system software. Most models ship with a strippeddown Linux operating system or, in some cases, Microsoft Corp.'s
previous-generation operating system, Windows XP. Newer and more
capable operating systems, which also tend to have the latest internal
security safeguards, demand processing and storage power that
ultraportables typically lack, Wolfe notes.
Ultraportables'
reduced resources
also limit their ability
to run add-on security

The machines are often sent out
into the world with little or no
protection.
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Virtualization KnowledgeVault
The resources in this Virtualization KnowledgeVault
provide expert advice. You don't have to go it alone take advantage of all the assets...
Tactics in Optimizing Virtual Machine Disk IOPS
IT shops with heavy-duty hardware experience the
classic signs of poor performance and often don't even
realize it. Your storage represents one of...
How iPads Enter The Workforce
iPad has exploded onto the scene. Who could have
imagined that a tablet (a category introduced in 2001)
would capture the imagination of...
BYO - Rethinking Your Device Strategy
Provide your employees and contractors the freedom
and flexibility to use their own computer for work-while
eliminating security, control and support issues.
Download...
Checklist for an Employee-Owned Notebook or PC
Program
Interest in offering employee-owned notebook
programs (also referred to as "BYO", "BYOC" and
"Bring Your Own Computer") is growing due to better
technology,...
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VMware vCloud Director QuickStart Series Part 2:
Architecting Your Cloud
This is part 2 of a two-part course series that covers
the multiple components of VMware vCloud™
solutions and services, discusses the relationships...
Accelerating Cloud Computing Adoption by Federal
Agencies
At VMware, we believe the key to accelerating safe and
secure adoption of cloud computing is to pool virtual
infrastructure resources in your...
Seven Emerging Trends in Endpoint Encryption
As breach notification laws began to emerge that
offered safe harbor protections for encrypted data,
enterprises found a renewed, and urgent, interest in...
VMware vCloud Director QuickStart Series Part 1:
Overview
This is part 1 of a two-part course series using a
mixture of conceptual slides and live demonstrations.
This course will present an...

Brian Wolfe, Security Analyst, Lazarus Technologies
software, such as
data encryption and
anti-malware tools.
With processing power, internal memory and storage space all at a
premium, it can be difficult -- sometimes impossible -- to squeeze security
software onto an ultraportable. "As a result, the machines are often sent out
into the world with little or no protection," Wolfe says.

Vendors' use of dated software can also make ultraportables more
susceptible to various malware. Earlier this year, for example, Brazilian
security firm Rise Security released an alert that showed that old,
unpatched Samba code found on the Eee PC allowed the machine to be
subverted ("rooted") right out of the box. Such vulnerabilities allow hackers
to remotely gain complete control over the systems.

Industry Community Clouds and the NYSE Capital
Markets Community Platform - Powered by VMware
Industry community clouds are being built to meet the
unique computing requirements of businesses in
vertical markets. VMware enables these vertical clouds
via...
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Other key security features are often absent on ultraportables. "Many, if not
most, [ultraportables] are sold without Trusted Platform Modules because
they are targeted at the consumer market," says Rob Enderle, an analyst at
Enderle Group in San Jose. "This means they either don't have encryption
solutions or the solutions aren't that robust."
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21 Chrome Web Apps for Serious Work

How do I protect my privacy on Google+?

Why You Shouldn't Buy a Discounted
TouchPad Tablet

What's the best way to restore a Mac OS
X Lion drive?

Workplace Conflict: How to Diffuse
Battles with Co-Workers

How do I determine the cost of running
Hadoop?
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Options for Protecting against Web Threats
This independent paper from senior analyst Jon Collins at FreeForm Dynamics
considers how Web-based security threats are evolving, within the context of IT
trends including mobile, home computing and other forms of remote access that
could potentially increase the attack surface of the companies. It defines the
scale and types of threat, what to look for in a corporate web security solution
and compares the different types of technological approach available to
companies and the processes that need to be considered for effective protection.
Read now.

WHITE PAPER

Enter the Security KnowledgeVault
Security is not an option. This KnowledgeVault Series offers professional advice
how to be proactive in the fight against cybercrimes and multi-layered security
threats; how to adopt a holistic approach to protecting and managing data; and
how to hire a qualified security assessor. Make security your Number 1 priority.
Read now.
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Guide to SMB Communications
To date, small businesses have been unable to cost justify an IP-based
communications system. This paper provides organizations with fewer than 250
employees a way to meet unique voice and data communications needs even
with a limited budget and small IT staff.
Read now.
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2011 Web Security
Report

Magic Quadrant for
Secure Web Gateway

The first few hours of a
new Web attack show
that traditional defenses
lack adequate
protection. This 2011 Web security
report details how cybercriminals have
modified their tactics to successfully
use the Web as their attack vector and
highlights the need for a Web defense
layer to evaluate dynamic Web links
leading to Web threats.

Corporate Web
Security — Market
Quadrant 2011

Web 2.0 and associated
malware threats
continue to drive the
secure Web gateway
market. This Gartner Magic Quadrant
ranks the key vendors in this market
and highlights their product
differentiators. Read Gartner's opinion
on on-premise solutions vs. cloudbased services and discover the
vendors that are leading the charge to
keep the Web secure.

The corporate Web
security market has
many vendors offering
appliances, software, hosted services,
and hybrid solutions that help secure
and manage Web traffic. This Radicati
Market Quadrant evaluates key
features such as malware protection,
URL filtering, and data loss prevention
and ranks the market leaders
according to product functionality and
market share.
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